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Section 1 

Introduction 
 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Introduction 

1.1.1 FTSE Cürex FX Benchmarks consist of a family of tradable benchmarks and indices that track the 

valuation between identified currency pairs or groups of currencies as derived from streaming 

executable bid/offer prices and transactions occurring in the Cürex ECN. FTSE Cürex FX 

Benchmarks are designed to collect, calculate and publish data on a real-time basis from a liquidity 

pool that meets certain liquidity and transparency criteria.  

The central objective of the core FTSE Cürex FX Benchmarks is to measure the value of any 

currency in terms of any other currency in the spot market. Due to its real-time, executable nature; it 

provides a constant currency pair valuation fixing or FIX. The publication of a constant FIX with time 

and price historical data is an innovation for the global FX marketplace and is desirable for market 

participants who do not wish to let their market bias or transactional intentions be known to a 

counterparty (or group of counterparties) as is the case with time of day FIX’s. 

Time of day FIX was introduced as a product to ensure that one customer’s FX transaction 

execution price would be the same as another customer at a specific time-of-day. Prior to this 

product, transactions of other counterparties could not be known to any individual customer thereby 

denying that customer the requisite data to know if it received a fair execution price. However, time-

of-day FIXs disclose customer intentions ahead of execution, leaving the potential for a conflict of 

interest between an entire group of customers participating in the FIX and a single counterparty or 

group of counterparties providing liquidity to the FIX who have the benefit of customer order 

knowledge. Cürex’s idea of a constant FIX allows customers to enjoy transparency without having to 

disclose trading intentions prior to execution and without their having to schedule their orders at a 

certain time of day. 

FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark methodologies can also be applied to measure a basket of two or more 

currencies measured in terms of any single currency or basket of two or more currencies. They can 

also be constructed with a variety of settlement terms, from Tomorrow-Next, to any length of forward 

settlement for which data can be gathered from multiple sources within the context of the data 

eligibility criteria set for FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark source data inclusion. This extends to major, 

liquid pairs as well as all emerging and frontier markets for which executable data, meeting specified 

criteria for transparency and accurate representation of liquidity, can be made available. 
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Each FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark will have long (Offer) and short (Bid) attributes. Each currency pair 

can have its own long or short benchmark and a customized basket can be constructed by using 

single currency long or short benchmark as its reference currency data point. 

The FTSE Cürex FX DANI™ Indices are designed to demonstrate the interest rate carry for the 

overnight spot rolling process (Tomorrow – Next carry) after taking into consideration local currency 

interest paid on a fully covered cash position.  

The key with all FTSE Cürex Benchmarks is the transparent nature in which real-time, executable 

prices are collected and calculated in a manner that can be considered a reliable source of data from 

an impartial third-party for the purpose of risk analytics and transaction cost analysis. While modern 

technology and the daily pace of business have driven institutions to outsource FX execution to their 

counterparties, the unregulated nature of the marketplace combined with the opaque nature of OTC 

FX can lead to higher transaction costs for less sophisticated market participants. 

What makes the FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark family truly unique is not only their calculation 

methodology and attention to FX market micro-structure detail but also their strategic integration into 

a market eco-system that will create a new, innovative distribution mechanism on top of the existing 

interbank FX marketplace. This eco-system offers timely solutions for fiduciaries that are looking for 

a source of cost savings and investment growth opportunity in the traditionally opaque FX markets. It 

also provides them access to new profit centers and risk management tools, breaking their past 

reliance on a conflicted business model based on market fragmentation and lack of transparency. 

This is all made possible due to innovative Cürex FX ECN technologies that enable a more efficient 

link between institutional FX liquidity and financial products that track the FTSE Cürex FX 

Benchmark Series for the FX overlay / exposure measurement. 

The Cürex FX Benchmark series has five primary characteristics that differentiate it from other 

benchmarks: 

1. Derived from an Independent multi-contributor liquidity pool with a minimum number of liquidity 

providers to maintain the validity of the liquidity; 

2. Prices in the liquidity pool are executable, there is no “last look”; 

3. Prices come from Spot FX market where FX price discovery takes place; 

4. Prices come from a liquidity pool with a transparent rule set that is the same for all participants in 

the liquidity pool similar to an exchange; and 

5. No additional spreads are taken in benchmark prices (the benchmark prices are not manipulated 

and this is electronically auditable and verified). 
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1.2 FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Family 

1.2.1 The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmarks and Indices are built on a solid foundation of executable price data 

from the Cürex ECN, a liquidity pool with a transparent rule set that filters out liquidity mirage while 

providing a wide sample of prices from liquidity sources found in the global OTC FX marketplace. 

The methodology and algorithms that drive calculation formulas are meant to provide flexibility to 

accommodate a rapidly evolving global FX marketplace. While the core benchmarks are meant to 

track spot FX prices, they are flexible to accommodate groups of index data that can be customized 

around term to settlement dates from ‘Tomorrow-Next’ to long dated forward rates.  The primary 

FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark constituents are broken into three main categories: 

• FTSE Cürex FX Benchmarks  

• FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Currency Pairs 

 

• FTSE Cürex FX DANI™ (Daily Accrued Net Interest) Rate Indices 

1.2.2 The integration of proprietary FTSE  Cürex  FX Benchmark Series  with Cürex  FX trading 

technology platforms allows for unique user defined benchmark data products and applications 

which can be integrated with third party custodian, counterparty or clearing facilities for rapid, 

anonymous and efficient FX transaction execution, investment and risk management tools  

1.3 FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Data Eligibility Criteria 

1.3.1 FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark methodology has been designed with a great deal of attention to global 

FX market micro-structure. Given the fragmentation of the global marketplace and the manner in 

which global OTC FX markets are made, care must be taken not to include prices into FX 

benchmark data that do not represent real liquidity. 

1.3.2 It is standard convention on many electronic trading platforms that liquidity providers will be allowed 

to confirm whether or not they wish to accept a liquidity takers request to match against a price to 

trade. This is different than in most regulated markets where liquidity providers must offer executable 

bids/offers and liquidity takers are instantly filled when their order matches a liquidity provider’s 

order. 

1.3.3 Such convention is referred to as a ‘Last Look’ feature.  Given that it provides a level of risk 

management for the Liquidity Provider, a great deal of liquidity in the global FX marketplace is 

provided on this basis. Price data that does not include Last Look prices will eliminate the inclusion 

of Last Look prices where there was no intention of filling an order (a term known in the industry as a 

‘Liquidity Mirage’). 

1.3.4 Therefore, FTSE Cürex FX Benchmarks are derived from the Cürex ECN, an institutional FX ECN 

where transactions are not subject to last look provisions, ensuring there is no ‘Liquidity Mirage’ 

included in the FX Benchmark data  

1.4 Basic Concepts of Foreign Exchange and Market Conventions 

1.4.1 In every foreign exchange transaction, one currency is purchased and another currency is sold. The 

currencies that are purchased and sold in a foreign exchange transaction are also referred to as a 

currency pair.  A currency pair consists of a base currency and a reference currency. EUR/USD is 

an example of a currency pair. In this example, the base currency is EUR and its value remains 

constant at one EUR.   The reference currency is USD.  The value of the reference currency 

fluctuates higher and lower relative to the base currency. For example, if the EUR/USD currency pair 

is quoted at 1.0702, it means that one EUR costs USD 1.0702. Likewise, if the EUR/USD currency 

pair increases to 1.1000, the same EUR is now equivalent to USD 1.1000. Currency transactions 

can be quoted in one of two ways: (i) American-terms, in which a currency is quoted in terms of the 

number of United States Dollar per unit of foreign currency (e.g., how many USD to buy one EUR), 
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and (ii) European-terms, in which one USD is quoted in terms of number of units of foreign currency 

per dollar (e.g., how many Swiss Franc (CHF) to buy one USD).   The same logic can be applied to 

currency pairs in which the USD is not one of the currencies.   Either currency can be expressed in 

terms of the other.  However there are generally accepted conventions in the Interbank foreign 

exchange marketplace that have been adopted by most of the foreign exchange marketplace. For 

example, the EUR/USD pair is quoted in American Terms and the USD/CHF is quoted in European 

Terms. A currency pair may also be quoted in reciprocal terms, e.g., USD/EUR or CHF/USD. 

1.4.2 A currency transaction that does not involve US Dollars on one side of the transaction is called a 

foreign exchange ‘Cross’ and the amount of reference currency the market determines is required to 

deliver for one unit of the base currency is called the ‘Cross Rate’.  EUR/JPY is an example of a 

currency pair ‘Cross’.  In this example, the base currency is EUR and its value remains constant at 

one EUR.  The reference currency is Japanese Yen (JPY).   The value of the reference currency 

fluctuates higher and lower relative to the base currency. For example, if the EUR/JPY currency pair 

Cross Rate is quoted at 117.50, it means that one EUR costs JPY  117.50.  Likewise, if the 

EUR/JPY currency pair Cross  Rate increases to 120.00, the same EUR is now equivalent to JPY 

120.00. 

It is worth noting that a US Dollar based investor who is speculating in the EUR/JPY spot OTC FX 

market would earn profits from their transaction in Japanese Yen and would have to perform an 

additional calculation of USD/JPY to calculate their profits in USD terms. 

1.4.3 In currency trading, a long position refers to entering into a contract to buy a fixed amount of base 

currency in exchange for a set amount of reference currency at a set time in the future.  A trader 

may speculate that the price of a base currency will increase relative to the value of the reference 

currency by entering into  a long position.   A risk manager or hedger who has  a future liability 

denominated in a base currency  may also enter into a long position to protect themselves or their 

constituents from a rise in the base currency versus the reference currency. 

1.4.4 A short position in currency trading means that the trader has entered into a contract to sell a set 

amount of base currency in exchange for a set amount of reference currency.  A trader may 

speculate that the price of a base currency will decrease relative to the value of the reference 

currency by entering into a short position. A risk manager or hedger who has a future liability 

denominated in a reference currency may wish to protect themselves or their constituents from a 

decline in the base currency versus the reference currency by entering into a short position. 

1.4.5 FX transactions are offered as FX spot transactions or FX forward transactions. FX spot transactions 

are exchanges of one currency for another for delivery within two business days or less. The price at 

which an FX spot transaction occurs is known as the spot rate.  The two day or less settlement 

period has historically been necessary to allow for trade processing, settlement and for currency 

payments to be wired around the world. The reduction of time between trade date and settlement 

date (or value date) reduces systemic risk and is considered desirable among market participants 

when feasible. 

1.4.6 FX forward transactions are exchanges of one currency for another at a future date. FX forward 

transactions are conducted at a forward rate, which is the exchange rate available on trade date (at 

the time of the transaction) for settlement (or delivery) at a specified date more than two days into 

the future. The forward rate is a function of both the spot rate at the time of the transaction and the 

interest rate differential between ‘Risk Free’ or sovereign money market or bond market interest 

rates of the respective two countries over the same term as the FX forward contract. 

The difference between a forward exchange rate and a spot exchange rate represents  the benefit or 

disadvantage an investor would experience should they convert in the spot market from one 

currency represented in the pair to the other and hold the new currency earning interest at a ‘risk 

free’ rate.  To the extent that there is an economic advantage associated with a higher interest rate 
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in the new currency, such advantage is reflected in the price of the FX forward transaction.   The 

difference between the spot OTC FX price and the forward FX rate for any specified settlement date 

is measured in an amount of reference currency required to deliver on the chosen settlement date 

for each unit of base currency. 

1.4.7 FX market conventions refer to the difference between spot market price and a forward price in 

terms of ‘Forward Points’ and can be a positive or negative number depending on interest rate 

differentials between the two countries for the length of term of the FX forward contract. The 

discount or premium to the spot price in an FX forward transaction of the same pair is typically 

referred to as the “carry” or “cost of carry.” 

1.4.8 The OTC FX market operates five days per week on a 24-hour trade date basis beginning at 5 p.m. 

Eastern Time (ET) Sunday and ending at 5 p.m. ET Friday.   A trading day begins at 5 p.m. ET and 

ends the next day at 5 p.m. ET. For example, on a Monday, a typical spot currency contract trades 

for value the following Wednesday (assuming no holidays). Once past 5 p.m. ET on Monday, the 

trade date becomes Tuesday and the value date becomes Thursday. 

1.4.9 Roll transactions are effectuated by making two simultaneous trades that result in the same open 

position with settlement date extended by one business day. When a roll transaction takes place on 

the date of the spot transaction, this is referred to as a Spot Next roll. When a roll transaction takes 

place on the day after the spot transaction was executed, this is referred to as a Tomorrow Next 

(Tom-Next) roll.  The first transaction in a roll transaction is an offsetting transaction to the original 

OTC FX position. It takes the opposite side of the market to the original OTC FX position (Long 

contra Short or Short contra Long) for the same notional amount and same settlement date.  The 

second transaction is for the same notional amount and same side of the market as the original OTC 

FX position with settlement date extended by one day (a plain vanilla OTC spot FX transaction). 

Where there is an interest rate differential in the Overnight “Risk Free” rate between the two 

countries represented in the currency pair, there will be a difference in price between the two legs of 

the Roll transaction. This difference represents the difference in benchmark overnight interest rates 

between the two currencies in the trader’s open position applied in currency-rate terms (i.e., one day 

of “carry” or “cost of carry”).  It constitutes an amount equivalent to a net interest earned or paid by 

the trader, depending on the direction of the trader’s position and the amount of carry. Assuming 

there is no change in the spot exchange rate for the currency pair, a trader can earn money in a roll 

transaction if the trader holds a long position in the currency with the higher interest rate and holds a 

short position in the currency with the lower interest rate. Conversely, a trader can lose money in a 

roll transaction if the trader holds a short position in the currency with the higher interest rate and 

holds a long position in the currency with the lower interest rate. The amount that is ‘made or lost’ is 

in addition to the amount that the trader could earn in interest in a collateral account that is used to 

hold cash or equivalents denominated in the reference currency (deliverable currency) that could be 

made available to settle the OTC FX contract. 

1.4.10 The OTC FX markets have a convention for naming price points with respect to the value of one 

currency versus another. The standard price increment unit size is referred to as a ‘Pip’ and is one 

digit in the standard four decimal point quotation figure of most major pairs quoted in standard ‘Dollar 

equivalent’ size convention (i.e. EUR/USD trades at 1.0702 – the ‘2’ figure is referred to as a ‘Pip’). 

In the case of currency units that are quoted in ‘Penny equivalent’ size convention (such as 

Japanese Yen) the second decimal point is referred to as a ‘Pip’ (i.e. USD/JPY trades at 108.59 – 

the ‘9’ figure is referred to as a ‘Pip’). It is now commonplace to see electronic liquidity providers 

provide prices with one or even two precision points more detail with respect to price. 
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1.5 FTSE Russell 

FTSE Russell is a trading name of FTSE International Limited, Frank Russell Company, FTSE 

Global Debt Capital Markets Limited (and its subsidiaries FTSE Global Debt Capital Markets Inc. 

and MTSNext Limited), Mergent, Inc., FTSE Fixed Income LLC and The Yield Book Inc. 

FTSE Russell hereby notifies users of the index that it is possible that circumstances, including 

external events beyond the control of FTSE Russell, may necessitate changes to, or the cessation, 

of the index and therefore, any financial contracts or other financial instruments that reference the 

index or investment funds that use the index to measure their performance should be able to 

withstand, or otherwise address the possibility of changes to, or cessation of, the index. 

Index users who choose to follow this index or to buy products that claim to follow this index should 

assess the merits of the index’s rules-based methodology and take independent investment advice 

before investing their own or client funds.  No liability whether as a result of negligence or otherwise 

is accepted by FTSE Russell (or any person concerned with the preparation or publication of these 

Ground Rules) for any losses, damages, claims and expenses suffered by any person as a result of: 

• any reliance on these Ground Rules, and/or 

• any errors or inaccuracies in these Ground Rules, and/or 

• any non-application or misapplication of the policies or procedures described in these 

Ground Rules, and/or 

• any errors or inaccuracies in the compilation of the index or any constituent data in the 

index. 
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Section 2 

Benchmark Rules 
 

2.0 Benchmark Rules 

2.1 Data Source 

2.1.1 The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmarks are calculated in real time based on data from the Cürex FX 

ECN’s FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark liquidity pool. This liquidity pool is formed from low latency 

network connections to liquidity providers in the OTC FX marketplace and can be customized to 

meet specified liquidity and counterparty credit criteria. All the rates being used are valid and 

executable within the Cürex FX ECN product platform and can be accessed via API, GUI or directly 

via the Cürex FX ECN platform. 
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2.2 Naming Conventions and Customized Benchmark Open Architecture 

2.2.1 The table below lists the naming conventions for each distinct FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark as 

calculated in accordance with FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Methodology Algorithms and FX Index 

Application source code. The table below also describes the corresponding symbol and value that it 

represents in each benchmark. 

Depth Factor defines the volume of liquidity that the Benchmark is calculated from. 

Notional Lot defines the size of one lot from which the Benchmark is calculated. 

• Currency Term Conventions 

Option Symbol 

Conventional Currency Pairs Conv 

Reciprocal Currency Pairs Reci 

Cross Rate CrTr 

• FTSE Cürex FX Spot Benchmarks (Symbol X) 

mode,depthFactor mode,depthFactor

, ,t ccy t ccyX Px
 

“Ẍ” The FTSE Cürex FX Spot Benchmark 

“Mode” 
The mode option of the price. Options 
are: Bid, Offer and Mid Factor 

“depthFactor” 
The level of the price in Cürex ECN 
liquidity pool. Options are below 

“t” The time of the Benchmark value 

“ccy” 
The currency that the Benchmark is 
based on 

• Notional Lot (Symbol N) 

Option Symbol Value 

N10K Lrg 10,000 

N1K Sm 1,000 

N100 M 100 

N10 
 

10 

FIX 
 

1 

• Depth Factor (Symbol depthFactor) 

Option Symbol Value 

D1BN supV
 

1,000,000,000 

D100MM 
maxV

 
100,000,000 

D10MM bigV
 

10,000,000 

D1MM 
lotV

 
1,000,000 

D100K 
miniV

 
100,000 
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• Price Method 

Symbol Demonstration 

,

,

O depthFactor

t ccyPx
 

Offer price of certain currency pair up to the quote size level in Cürex ECN 
liquidity book at time t 

,

,

B depthFactor

t ccyPx
 

Bid price of certain currency pair down to the quote size level in Cürex 
ECN liquidity book at time t 

,

,

m depthFactor

t ccyPx
 

Mid point price of certain currency pair to the quote size level in Cürex 
ECN liquidity book at time t 

• Rebalance Frequency (Symbol F) 

Symbol Value 

Y Yearly rebalance 

H Six month rebalance 

Q Three month rebalance 

M Monthly rebalance 

W Weekly rebalance 

D Daily rebalance 

Note: Any currency whose primary trading unit is a factor unit of dollar convention, its notional lot upper limit will be N100 instead of 
N10K. 
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2.3 FTSE Cürex FX Pair Benchmark Methodologies 

FTSE Cürex FX Pair Benchmarks are the foundation of the FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark family. They 

represent a measure of current market interest/value of a broad range of currency pairs as described 

below. 

2.3.1 FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Spot Conventional Offer Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Spot Conventional 

Offer Benchmarks which at any given time will be computed as follows, 

, , ,

, , ,

O notionalLot depthFactor notionalLot O depthFactor

t Conv settleCurrency t ConvI N X 
 

Where: 

“Ï” The Cürex FX Benchmark Index  

“O” The Cürex FX American Term Offer Benchmark 

“notionalLot” The notional lots of the Benchmark, as defined in 2.2 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pools, as defined in 2.2 

“t” The time of the Benchmark value 

“Conv” Conventional currency pairs 

“settleCurrency” The currency that the value of the Benchmark is based on 

 

2.3.2 FTSE Cürex FX Spot Conventional Bid Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Bid 

Benchmark which at any given time will be computed as follows, 

, , ,

, , ,

B notionalLot depthFactor notionalLot B depthFactor

t Conv settleCurrency t ConvI N X 
 

Where: 

“Ï” The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Index  

“B” The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Conventional Bid Benchmark 

“notionalLot” The notional lots of the Benchmark, as defined in 2.2 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“t” The time of the Benchmark value 

“Conv” Conventional currency pairs 

“settleCurrency” The referencing currency that the value of the Benchmark is based on 
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2.3.3 FTSE Cürex FX Spot Reciprocal Offer Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Spot Reciprocal Offer 

Benchmarks which at any given time will be computed as follows:. 

 

, , ,

, , ,

O notionalLot depthFactor notionalLot O depthFactor

t Reci settleCurrency t ReciI N X 
 

,

, ,

,

1O depthFactor

t Reci B ConvDepthFactor

t Conv

X
X



 

Where: 

“Ï” The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark 

“O” The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Conventional Offer Benchmark 

“notionalLot” The notional lots of the Benchmark, as defined in 2.2 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“t”  The time of the Benchmark value 

“Reci”   Reciprocal currency pairs 

“settleCurrency” The currency that the value of the Benchmark is based on 

“ConvDepthFactor” 
The available liquidity in Cürex ECN for the inverted reciprocal currency 
pair 

“Conv” Conventional currency pair 
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2.3.4 FTSE Cürex FX Spot Reciprocal Bid Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Spot Reciprocal Bid 

Benchmark Indices which at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

, , ,

, , ,

B notionalLot quoteSize notionalLot B quoteSize

t Reci settleCurrency t ReciI N X 
 

,

, ,

,

1B quoteSize

t Reci O ConvQuoteSize

t Conv

X
X



 

Where: 

“Ï” The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark 

“B” The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark Conventional Bid Benchmark 

“notionalLot” The notional lots of the Benchmark, as defined in 2.2 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pools, as defined in 2.2 

“t” The time of the Benchmark value 

“Reci” Reciprocal currency pairs 

“settleCurrency” The currency that the value of the Benchmark is based on 

“ConvDepthFactor” The available liquidity in the Cürex ECN for the inverted Reciprocal 
Term currency pair 

“Conv” Conventional currency pair 

 

2.4 FTSE Cürex FX Forward Benchmark Methodologies 

FTSE Cürex FX Forward Benchmarks represent current market interest/value of certain currency 

pair forwards as described below.  

2.4.1 FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot-Next Bid Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot-Next 

Bid Benchmark which at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

, , ,

, , ,

B notionalLot depthFactor notionalLot B depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrSN N SNVwap 
 

Where: 

“SN” The Cürex FX Spot-Next Benchmark 

“B” The Cürex FX Bid Benchmark 

“SNVwap” The Vwap Value on Spot-Next price book 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“notionalLot” The notional lots of the Benchmark, as defined in 2.2 

“t” The time of the Benchmark value 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 
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2.4.2 FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot-Next Offer Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FXConventional Spot-Next 

Offer Benchmarks which at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

, , ,

, , ,

O notionalLot depthFactor notionalLot O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrSN N SNVwap 
 

Where: 

“SN” The Cürex FX Spot-Next Benchmark 

“O” The Cürex FX Offer Benchmark 

“SNVwap” The Vwap Value on Spot-Next price  

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“notionalLot” The notional lots of the Benchmark, as defined in 2.2 

“t” The time of the Benchmark value 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

 

2.4.3 FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Tom-Next Bid Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Tom-Next 

Bid Benchmark which at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

, , ,

, , ,

B notionalLot depthFactor notionalLot B depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrTN N TNVwap 
 

Where: 

“TN” The Cürex FX Tom-Next Benchmark 

“B” The Cürex FX Bid Benchmark 

“TNVwap” The Vwap Value on Tom-Next price  

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“notionalLot” The notional lots of the Benchmark, as defined in 2.2 

“t” The time of the Benchmark value 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 
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2.4.4 FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Tom-Next Offer Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Tom-Next 

Offer Benchmark which at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

, , ,

, , ,

O notionalLot depthFactor notionalLot O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrTN N TNVwap 
 

Where: 

“TN” The Cürex FX Tom-Next Benchmark 

“O” The Cürex FX Offer Benchmark  

“TNVwap” The Vwap Value on Tom-Next price 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“notionalLot” The notional lots of the Benchmark, as defined in 2.2 

“t” The time of the Benchmark value 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

 

2.4.5 FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot-Next Bid Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot-Next Bid 

Benchmark which at  any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

,

,

O O refDepthFactor O

t conventionalTrSNSwapPr Ref SNPr 
 

,

, , ,

, ,

1 1B depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr O invertedDepthFactor O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTr t conventionalTr

SN
SNSwap Ref

 

 

Where: 

“SN” The Cürex FX Spot-Next Benchmark 

“O” The Cürex FX Offer Benchmark 

“B” The Cürex FX Bid Benchmark 

“RefPr” The Spot Referencing Price  

“SNPr” The Spot-Next Price  

“SNSwapPr” The Spot-Next Swap Price 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“ReciprocalTr” The Reciprocal Term currency pair 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“t” The day of the Benchmark value. Incremented in days 
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2.4.6 FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot-Next Offer Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot-Next Offer 

Benchmark which at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

,

,

B O refDepthFactor B

t conventionalTrSNSwapPr Ref SNPr 
 

,

, , ,

, ,

1 1O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr B invertedDepthFactor O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTr t conventionalTr

SN
SNSwap Ref

 

 

Where: 

“SN” The Cürex FX Spot-Next Benchmark 

“O” The Cürex FX Offer Benchmark 

“B” The Cürex FX Bid Benchmark 

“RefPr” The Spot Referencing price 

“SNPr” The Spot-Next Price 

“SNSwapPr” The Spot-Next Swap Price 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“ReciprocalTr” The Reciprocal Term currency pair 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“t” The day of the Benchmark value. Incremented in days 

 

2.4.7 FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Tom-Next Bid Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Tom-Next Bid 

Benchmarks which at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

,

,

O O refDepthFactor O

t conventionalTrTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

,

, , ,

, ,

1 1B depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr O invertedDepthFactor O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTr t conventionalTr

TN
TNSwap Ref

 

 

Where, 

“TN” The Cürex FX Tom-Next Benchmark 

“O” The Cürex FX Offer Benchmark 

“B” The Cürex FX Bid Benchmark 

“RefPr” The Spot Referencing price 

“TNPr” The Tom-Next Price 

“TNSwapPr” The Tom-Next Swap Price 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“ReciprocalTr” The Reciprocal Term currency pair 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“t” The day of the Benchmark value. Incremented in days 
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2.4.8 FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Tom-Next Offer Benchmark 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Tom-Next Offer 

Benchmark which at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

,

,

B O refDepthFactor B

t conventionalTrTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

,

, , ,

, ,

1 1O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr B invertedDepthFactor O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTr t conventionalTr

TN
TNSwap Ref

 

 

Where: 

“TN” The Cürex FX Tom-Next Benchmark 

“O” The Cürex FX Offer Benchmark 

“B” The Cürex FX Bid Benchmark 

“RefPr” The Spot Referencing price 

“TNPr” The Tom-Next Price 

“TNSwapPr” The Tom-Next Swap Price 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“ReciprocalTr” The Reciprocal Term currency pair 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“t” The day of the Benchmark value. Incremented in days 
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2.5 FTSE Cürex FX Total Return Index Methodologies 

FTSE Cürex FX Total Return Indices are derived from the underlying FTSE Cürex FX Pair 

Benchmark Series plus the DANI. The Total Return Indices are a reflection of what an investor’s 

experience would be if they held their FX exposure over the long-term to participate in the pair price 

movement along with the accumulation of the overnight interest rate. 

2.5.1 FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot Total Return Offer Index 

FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot Total Return Offer Indices track the cumulative effect of a DANI 

index over a certain period of time. 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot 

Total Return Offer Indices which starting from any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

, ,

, ,1O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrCc TN  
 

, , ,

, , ,

O depthFactor notionalFactor B refDepthFactor O depthFactor notionalFactort
t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTr

settleCurrency

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T

 
       
 

1
, ,

1, ,

1

t
O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr i ConventionalTr

i

CumDANI D







 

, , , ,

, , 1,

O notionalFactor depthFactor O depthFactor notionalFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrTR X N CumDANI   
 

Where: 

“TR” The FTSE Cürex Total Return Index 

“X” The FTSE Cürex Spot Benchmark 

“CumDANI” The cumulative of FTSE Cürex Total Return Index 

“O” The FTSE Cürex Offer Benchmark 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“ScalingFactor” Ratio used to convert index value 

“N” The notional factor, as defined in 2.2 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“t” The day of the index value. Incremented in days 

“t-1” The previous trading day of time t. Incremented in days 

 

Example: 

, ,

, ,1lot lotO V O V

t EURUSD t EURUSDCc TN  
 

, ,,

, , ,
lot lotO V O VLrg B TOB Lrgt

t EURUSD t EURUSD t EURUSD

USD

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T

 
      
   

1
, ,

1, ,

1

lot lot

t
O V O V

t EURUSD i EURUSD

i

CumDANI D







 

, , , ,

, , 1,
lot lot lotO Lrg V O V O VLrg

t EURUSD t EURUSD t EURUSDTR X N CumDANI   
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2.5.2 FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot Total Return Bid Index 

FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot Total Return Bid Indices track the cumulative effect of a DANI 

index over a certain period of time. 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Conventional Spot 

Total Return Bid Indices which starting at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

, ,

, ,1O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrCc TN  
 

, , ,

, , ,

O depthFactor notionalFactor B refDepthFactor O depthFactor notionalFactort
t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTr

settleCurrency

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T

 
       
 

1
, ,

1, ,

1

t
O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr i ConventionalTr

i

CumDANI D







 

, , , ,

, , 1,

B notionalFactor depthFactor B depthFactor notionalFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrTR X N CumDANI   
 

Where: 

“TR” The FTSE Cürex Total Return Index 

“X” The FTSE Cürex Spot Benchmark 

“CumDANI” The cumulative of FTSE Cürex Total Return Index 

“B” The FTSE Cürex Bid Benchmark 

“O” The FTSE Cürex Offer Benchmark 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.3 

“ScalingFactor” Ratio used to convert index value 

“N” The notional factor, as defined in 2.3 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“t” The day of the index value. Incremented in days 

“t-1” The previous trading day of time t. Incremented in days 

 

Example: 

, ,

, ,1lot lotO V O V

t EURUSD t EURUSDCc TN    

, ,,

, , ,
lot lotO V O VLrg B TOB Lrgt

t EURUSD t EURUSD t EURUSD

USD

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T

 
      
 

 

1
, ,

1, ,

1

lot lot

t
O V O V

t EURUSD i EURUSD

i

CumDANI D






  

, , , ,

, , 1,
lot lot lotB Lrg V B V O VLrg

t EURUSD t EURUSD t EURUSDTR X N CumDANI     
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2.5.3 FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot Total Return Offer Index 

FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot Total Return Offer Indices track the cumulative effect of a DANI 

index over a certain period of time. 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot Total 

Return Offer Indices which starting at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

,

,

O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTrRef 
 VWAP on 

OX  with referencing depth factor (not necessarily equal to depth 

factor of Reciprocal Forward Offer Benchmark) 

,

,

B O refDepthFactor B

t conventionalTrTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

,

,

B invertedDepthFactor

t conventionalTrTNSwap 
 Inverted VWAP on 

BTNSwapPr
 

,

, , ,

, ,

1 1O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr B invertedDepthFactor O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTr t conventionalTr

TN
TNSwap Ref

 

 

, ,

, ,1O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTrCc TN  
 

, , ,

, , ,

O depthFactor notionalFactor B refDepthFactor O depthFactor notionalFactort
t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTr

settleCurrency

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T

 
       
 

1
, ,

1, ,

1

t
O depthFactor O depthFactor

t Reciprocal i Reciprocal

i

CumDANI D







 

, , , ,

, , 1,

O notionalFactor depthFactor O depthFactor notionalFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTrTR X N CumDANI   
 

Where: 

“TR” The FTSE Cürex Total Return Index 

“X” The FTSE Cürex Spot Benchmark 

“CumDANI” The cumulative of FTSE Cürex Total Return Index 

“O” The FTSE Cürex Offer Benchmark 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“ScalingFactor” Ratio used to convert index value 

“N” The notional factor, as defined in 2.2 

“ReciprocalTr” The Reciprocal Term currency pair 

“t” The day of the index value. Incremented in days 

“t-1” The previous trading day of time t. Incremented in days 

 

Example: 

,

,

O TOB

t EURUSDRef 
 VWAP on 

OX  with referencing depth factor (not necessarily equal to depth factor of 

Reciprocal Forward Offer Benchmark) 

,

,

B O TOB B

t EURUSDTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

',

,
lotB V

t EURUSDTNSwap 
 Inverted VWAP on 

BTNSwapPr
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'

,

, ,,
,,

1 1
lot

lot

O V

t USDEUR O TOBB V
t EURUSDt EURUSD

TN
RefTNSwap

 

 

, ,

, ,1lot lotO V O V

t USDEUR t USDEURCc TN  
 

, ,,

, , ,
lot lotO V O VLrg B TOB Lrgt

t USDEUR t USDEUR t USDEUR

USD

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T

 
      
   

1
, ,

1, ,

1

lot lot

t
O V O V

t USDEUR i USDEUR

i

CumDANI D







 

, , , ,

, , 1,
lot lot lotO Lrg V O V O VLrg

t USDEUR t USDEUR t USDEURTR X N CumDANI   
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2.5.4 FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot Total Return Bid Index 

FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot Total Return Bid Indices track the cumulative effect of a DANI index 

over a certain period of time. 

The following methodology applies to the computation of FTSE Cürex FX Reciprocal Spot Total 

Return Bid Indices which starting at any given time will be computed as follows: 

 

,

,

O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTrRef 
 VWAP on 

OX  with referencing depth factor (not necessarily equal to depth 

factor of Reciprocal Forward Offer Benchmark) 

,

,

B O refDepthFactor B

t conventionalTrTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

,

,

B invertedDepthFactor

t conventionalTrTNSwap 
 Inverted VWAP on 

BTNSwapPr
 

,

, , ,

, ,

1 1O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr B invertedDepthFactor O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTr t conventionalTr

TN
TNSwap Ref

 

 

, ,

, ,1O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTrCc TN  
 

, , ,

, , ,

O depthFactor notionalFactor B refDepthFactor O depthFactor notionalFactort
t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTr

settleCurrency

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T

 
       
 

1
, ,

1, ,

1

t
O depthFactor O depthFactor

t Reciprocal i Reciprocal

i

CumDANI D







 

, , , ,

, , 1,

B notionalFactor depthFactor B depthFactor notionalFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTrTR X N CumDANI     

Where: 

“TR” The FTSE Cürex Total Return Index 

“X” The FTSE Cürex Spot Benchmark 

“CumDANI” The cumulative of FTSE Cürex Total Return Index 

“B” The FTSE Cürex Bid Benchmark 

“O” The FTSE Cürex Offer Benchmark 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“ScalingFactor” Ratio used to convert index value 

“N” The notional factor, as defined in 2.2 

“ReciprocalTr” The Reciprocal Term currency pair 

“t” The day of the index value. Incremented in days 

“t-1” The previous trading day of time t. Incremented in days 
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Example: 

,

,

O TOB

t EURUSDRef 
 VWAP on

OX  with referencing depth factor (not necessarily equal to depth factor of 

Reciprocal Forward Offer Index) 

,

,

B O TOB B

t EURUSDTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

',

,
lotB V

t EURUSDTNSwap 
 Inverted VWAP on 

BTNSwapPr
 

'

,

, ,,
,,

1 1
lot

lot

O V

t USDEUR O TOBB V
t EURUSDt EURUSD

TN
RefTNSwap

 

 

, ,

, ,1lot lotO V O V

t USDEUR t USDEURCc TN  
 

, ,,

, , ,
lot lotO V O VLrg B TOB Lrgt

t USDEUR t USDEUR t USDEUR

USD

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T

 
      
   

1
, ,

1, ,

1

lot lot

t
O V O V

t USDEUR i USDEUR

i

CumDANI D







 

, , , ,

, , 1,
lot lot lotB Lrg V B V O VLrg

t USDEUR t USDEUR t USDEURTR X N CumDANI   
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2.6 FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark DANI Rate Index Methodologies 

The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark DANI™ Indices are designed to demonstrate the cost of carry for 

the overnight spot rolling process (Tomorrow – Next carry) after taking into consideration local 

currency interest paid on a long fully covered cash position. 

2.6.1 FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI Indices 

The FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI Indices are quoted in pips. 

2.6.1.1 FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI Conventional Term Offer Index 

The FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI Conventional Term Offer Index tracks the long position of the 

overnight rolling process in the FX market versus the settlement currency. 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI 

Conventional Term Offer Index which starting from any given date will be computed as follows: 

 

, ,

, ,1O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrCc TN  
 

, , , , ,

, , , ,

O notionalFactor depthFactor timeScope notionalFactor B refDepthFactor O depthFactor notionalFactort
t ConventionalTr settleCurrency t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTr

settleCurrency

R
D N X Cc N Scali

T

 
       
 

ngFactor

 

Where: 

“D” The FTSE Cürex Benchmark FX DANI Rate Index 

“X”  The FTSE Cürex Spot Benchmark 

“O” Offer Side 

“notionalFactor” The notional factor of the index, as defined in 2.2 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“refDepthFactor” The level of price used in calculate spot referencing price 

“t” The day of the index value. Incremented in days 

“settleCurrency” The currency that the value of the index is based on 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“Rt” Implied annualized Fed funds rate at day “t” 

“T” Annualized scaling factor of the settle currency 

“Scaling Factor” Ratio used to convert index value 

“Cc” Cost of carry while rolling position 

“TN” Tom-Next forward points 

“timeScope” The time Period for DANI index 

 

Example: 

FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI EURUSD Offer Index 

, ,

,1lot lotO V O V

t t EURUSDCc TN  
 

, , , ,,

, , ,
lot lotO Lrg V D O VLrg B TOB Lrgt

t EURUSD USD t EURUSD t

USD

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T
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2.6.1.2 FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI Reciprocal Term Offer Index 

The FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI Reciprocal Term Offer Index tracks the long position of the 

overnight rolling process in the FX market. 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI 

Reciprocal Term Offer Index which starting from any given date will be computed as follows: 

 

,

,

O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTrRef   VWAP on 
OX  with referencing depth factor (not necessarily equal to depth 

factor of Reciprocal Forward Offer Benchmark) 

,

,

B O refDepthFactor B

t conventionalTrTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

,

,

B invertedDepthFactor

t conventionalTrTNSwap 
 Inverted VWAP on 

BTNSwapPr
 

,

, , ,

, ,

1 1O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr B invertedDepthFactor O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTr t conventionalTr

TN
TNSwap Ref

 

 

, ,

, ,1O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTrCc TN  
 

, , , , ,

, , , ,

O notionalFactor depthFactor timeScope notionalFactor B refDepthFactor O depthFactor notionalFactort
t ReciprocalTr settleCurrency t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTr

settleCurrency

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFact

T

 
       
 

or

Where: 

“D” The FTSE Cürex Benchmark FX DANI Rate Index 

“X” The FTSE Cürex Spot Benchmark 

“TN” The FTSE Cürex Reciprocal TomNext Forward Benchmark 

“Ref” The Spot Referencing price 

“TNPr” The Tom-Next Price book 

“TNSwapPr” The Tom-Next Swap Price book 

“TNSwap” The Tom-Next Swap Benchmark value 

“B” Bid Side 

“O” Offer Side 

“notionalFactor” The notional Factor of the index, as defined in 2.2 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pools, as defined in 2.2 

“refDepthFactor” The level of price used in calculate spot referencing price 

“invertedDepthFacto
r” 

The available liquidity in the Cürex ECN for the inverted Reciprocal Term 
currency pair 

“t” The day of the index value. Incremented in days 

“settleCurrency” The currency that the value of the index is based on 

“ReciprocalTr” The Reciprocal Term currency pair 

“Rt” Implied annualized Fed funds rate at day “t” 

“T” Annualized scaling factor of the settlement currency 

“Scaling Factor” Ratio used to convert index value 

“Cc” Cost of carry while rolling position 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“timeScope” The time period for DANI index 
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Example: 

FTSE Cürex FX Absolute DANI USDEUR Offer Index 

,

,

O TOB

t EURUSDRef 
 VWAP on 

OEURUSD  with 0 amount (top of the book). 

,

,

B O TOB B

t EURUSDTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

',

,
lotB V

t EURUSDTNSwap 
 Inverted VWAP on 

BTNSwap
 

'

,

, ,,
,,

1 1
lot

lot

O V

t USDEUR O TOBB V
t EURUSDt EURUSD

TN
RefTNSwap

 

 

, ,

, ,1lot lotO V O V

t USDEUR t USDEURCc TN  
 

, , , ,,

, , ,
lot lotO Lrg V D O VLrg B TOB Lrgt

t USDEUR USD t USDEUR t

USD

R
D N X Cc N ScalingFactor

T
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2.7 FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI Indices 

2.7.1 The FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI Indices are quoted in percentage. 

2.7.1.1 FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI Conventional Term Offer Index 

The FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI Conventional Term Offer Index tracks the long position of the 

overnight rolling process in the FX market versus the settlement currency. 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI 

Conventional Term Offer Index which starting from any given day will be computed as follows: 

For any given day the FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI Conventional Term Offer Index will be 

computed as follows: 

, ,

, ,1O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr t ConventionalTrCc TN    

,

,, ,

, , ,

,

O depthFactor

t ConventionalTr settleCurrencyO depthFactor timeScope

t ConventionalTr settleCurrency t B refDepthFactor

t ConventionalTr

Cc T
D R ScalingFactor

X

 
    
 

 

Where: 

“D” The FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark DANI Rate Index 

“X” The FTSE Cürex Spot Benchmark 

“O” Offer Side 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“refDepthFactor” The level of price used in calculate spot referencing price 

“t” The day of the index value. Incremented in days 

“settleCurrency” The currency that the value of the index is based on 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“Rt” Implied annualized Fed funds rate at day “t” 

“T” Annualized scaling factor of the settlement currency 

“Cc” Cost of carry while rolling position 

“TN” Tom-Next forward points 

“timeScope” The time period for DANI Index 

 

Example: 

FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI EURUSD Offer Index 

, ,

, ,1lot lotO V O V

t EURUSD t EURUSDCc TN  
 

,

,, ,

, , ,

,

lot

lot

O V

t EURUSD USDO V A

t EURUSD USD t B TOB

t EURUSD

Cc T
D R ScalingFactor

X
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2.7.1.2 FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI Reciprocal Term Offer Index 

The FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI Reciprocal Term Offer Index tracks the long position of the 

overnight rolling process in the FX market versus the settlement currency. 

The following methodology applies to the computation of the FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI 

Reciprocal Term Offer Index which starting from any given day will be computed as follows: 

For any given day the FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI Reciprocal Term Offer Index will be 

computed as follows: 

,

,

O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTrRef 
 VWAP on 

OX  with referencing depth factor (not necessarily equal to depth 

factor of Reciprocal Forward Offer Index) 

,

,

B O refDepthFactor B

t conventionalTrTNSwapPr Ref TNPr 
 

,

,

B invertedDepthFactor

t conventionalTrTNSwap 
 Inverted VWAP on 

BTNSwapPr
 

,

, , ,

, ,

1 1O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr B invertedDepthFactor O refDepthFactor

t conventionalTr t conventionalTr

TN
TNSwap Ref

 

 

, ,

, ,1O depthFactor O depthFactor

t ReciprocalTr t ReciprocalTrCc TN  
 

, ,

, , ,

,

O

t settleCurrencyO depthFactor timeScope

t ReciprocalTr settleCurrency t B refDepthFactor

t ReciprocalTr

Cc T
D R ScalingFactor

X

 
    
   

Where: 

“D” The FTSE Cürex Benchmark FX DANI Rate Index 

“X” The FTSE Cürex Spot Benchmark 

“TN” The FTSE Cürex Reciprocal TomNext Forward Benchmark 

“Ref” The Spot Referencing price 

“TNPr” The TomNext Price book 

“TNSwapPr” The TomNext Swap Price book 

“TNSwap” The TomNext Swap Benchmark value 

“B” Bid Side 

“O” Offer Side 

“notionalFactor” The notional Factor of the index, as defined in 2.2 

“depthFactor” The level of the price in the Cürex ECN liquidity pool, as defined in 2.2 

“refDepthFactor” The level of price used in calculate spot referencing price 

“invertedDepthFacto
r” 

The available liquidity in the Cürex ECN for the inverted Reciprocal Term 
currency pair 

“t” The day of the index value. Incremented in days 

“settleCurrency” The currency that the value of the index is based on 

“ReciprocalTr” The Reciprocal Term currency pair 

“Rt” Implied annualized Fed funds rate at day “t” 

“T” Annualized scaling factor of the settlement currency 

“Scaling Factor” Ratio used to convert index value 

“Cc” Cost of carry while rolling position 

“ConventionalTr” The Conventional Term currency pair 

“timeScope” The time period for DANI index 
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Example: 

FTSE Cürex FX Annualized DANI USDEUR Offer Index 
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Section 3 

Adjustments, Market Disruption 
Event and Discontinuance 
 

3.0 Adjustments, Market Disruption Event and Discontinuance 

3.1 Adjustments to the FTSE Cürex FX Benchmarks 

While the methodologies, composition and calculations described herein to calculate the FTSE 

Cürex FX Benchmarks are currently being generated on the Cürex FX ECN – FX Index Application, 

it is possible that market, regulatory, judicial, financial, fiscal or other circumstances (including, but 

not limited to, any adjustment events as described below) may arise that would, in the opinion of the 

FTSE Cürex partnership, necessitate a modification or adjustment to such methodologies, 

composition or calculation. In such event, Cürex, after consultation with FTSE Russell, will make 

such modifications or adjustments based on market conditions and other relevant factors, as in the 

judgment of FTSE Cürex, are necessary to maintain such index as a tradable benchmark for foreign 

exchange rate performance of the related FTSE Cürex FX products. Wherever practicable, any 

adjustments will be publicly announced as soon as is reasonably practicable and prior to the 

effective date. 

3.2 Discontinuance of any one or more of the FTSE Cürex FX Benchmarks 

Cürex may, after consultation with FTSE Russell, discontinue calculating and publishing any FTSE 

Cürex FX Benchmark at any time as a result of, but not limited to, the following situations: 

1. Market Disruption Events or an Benchmark methodology modification 

2. The index sponsor or its successor stops index publication business operations 

3. The index sponsor or its successor determines that the index no longer has commercial interests 

or usage for continuation of publication 
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Appendix A: Further Information 
 

A Glossary of Terms used in FTSE Russell’s Ground Rule documents can be found using the following link: 

Glossary.pdf 

Further information on the FTSE Cürex FX Index Series is available from FTSE Russell. 

For contact details please visit the FTSE Russell website or contact FTSE Russell client services at 

info@ftserussell.com. 

Website: www.ftserussell.com 
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